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Note by the Secretariat

At any given Point in time, the research groups of
OECD's Programme on Institutional Managelnent in Higher .7,ducation
are in varying stages of advancement, since each has its own
predetermined starting date and duration. On the occasion
of the programme's Second General Conference/ of Member Institutions,

, final reports on the findings of three research groups which
completed their work during 1974 are being presented. In.

addition, however, the Conference provides an opportunity
for representatives. of all -the Member institutions to become
acquainted with investigations in progress by other research
groups .participating in the programme. Thus, invitations
have been extended to five on -going groups to present progress
reports at the Conference. The topics included are :

- Identification of indices of performance for
teaching activities;

Indentification of indices of performance for-
', service activities;

- The use of cost-effectiveness and cost-benefit
techniques in planning courses of study for new
higher educational institutions;

- The costing and management of university grants
and contracts; and

- Economic and pedagogical\aspects for managing new
communication technologies in higher education.

Of the above listed topics, the -first three are the subject
of full-scale investiaations to be carried out over a two-
year time span. By contrast, feasibility studies of a
relatively aimited scope have been carried out in the case
of each of the last two topics and it is expected that
these feasibility studie will lead to the formulation
and implementation of full-scale' projects:in a. second stage.

With few exceptions, institutions of higher_education
perform both teaching and research functions. The efficient
organisation of both types of activities poses management
problems and has been cited by a. considerable number of

. Member institutions as warranting investigation under the
programme. In the case of research,'projects have proliferated
in many institutions as a result of funding received from
sources outside the institution for support of research into
problems of special interest to these sources, which might be
'business corporations, government agencies or other public
or private bodies, while research which is financed by the .

institution itself usually continues: . Thus, questions
arise about the firnancial, academic and organizational
implications of spogOored research, the procedures used to
cover costs, and methods for the. control and .distribution
of overheads. Since these Questions are of considerable
concern for the management 6f higher educational institutions,
it was felt that. a .closer study of. these problems could prove
useful.
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At a meeting of Member institutions in the United
Kingdom convened in. London in November, 1972, several
universities.expressed an interest in exploring the possibility
of establishing a research group to- jointly study problems
related- to the management of university research. Subsequently,
it was decided that, as a first step,. a feasibilitr.study
should be carried out which would lead to reqommendations for
P full-scale project; This study, which was completed in
June, 1974, is the subject of this report. The proposals
contained therein are currently under discussion within the
United Kingdom, and it is hoped that it will be Possible
to launch a research group devoted to studying these problems
sometime during 1975.

The Centre for Educational Research and Innovation
wisheb to express its sincerest thanks to the authors of
this report.



PREAMBLE

A

Before considering the reasoning and implications of this research, is

necessary to be aware of-the traditional funding oi -Universities in the U ted

'Kingdom. In -1974 there Are some forty-four Universities, a third of which have
0

been established over the last fifteen years, and these have become known as the

New Universities. Before the advent of these New Universities, the University

Colleges and Universities depended financially, to a very large extent, on

donations, benefactions, endowments and grants from individuals and industryi

and only in a limited way, on_Government or Exchequer funds. The method for
procuring funds was to attract benefactors to support research which in a

progressive fashion, if successful, led to the teaching of undergraduates and the

development of medicine, the sciences And the arts. The great Civic Universities

of the United Kingdom; for example Birmingham, Bristol, Leeds, Liverpool, Manchester
1

and Sheffield, developed in this kty, receiving their wealth from the benefactors

of their cities who had made their fortunes from the expansion Of industry and

commerce in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Before this time

highereducation. had been the privilege of the few who were fortunate enough to

attend the Colleges of Oxford, Dimbridge, London and Edinburgh, which have spanned
tl centuries as institutions of research and pillars of learning and whose estates

.

were their fortunes and source of perpetual income.

In the last twenty years financing of Universities in the United Kingdom

hag changed dramatically. Inflation has eroded the value of Universities'

pr-vate resources and the ever increasing demand for University education has

become a social necessity, influencing Governments to provide for both capital

needs and recurrent financial support. This increasing demand for learning has

only marginally accelerated thq furtherance of research and Government's financial

support for teaching is not backed in similar proportions for research needs.,

It -has therefore become imperative that research, both pure and applied, is

sponsored by grants and contracts not only from Exchequer funds but'also from
other sources:

It is the investigation into the Financing and Management of research grants

and contracts that I-am endeavouring to determine at the University of Bath.

The paper which follows is presented as a feasibility study conducted at Bath in

the early part of 1974,-with a view to progressing to a substantive study Commencing

in the winter of 1974/75. At the time of writing a few conclusions can be made

but I hope at the January conference to be able to add.to what is written here,

if only to express my personal views.

1



INTRODUCTION

At a meeting
1
between the staff of Universities, Polytechnics, University

Grants Committee, Department of Education and Science; and the Head of

Programme on Institutional Management in Higher Education (IMHE) of.the

Centre for Educational Re:;earch and Innovtion (CERI) in the O.E.C.D.,

it was agreed that support should be, given to the research proposals

submitted by Mr. R. M. Mawditt, Director of Management Services at the

University of Bath. These proposals were put forward under the theme

'Research Financing' .as part of Phase II of the CERI programme.

During the course of discussions that took place in 1973 with the

DES, who were to provide partial financial support for the project, it

bedame clear that before undertaking a 2/3 year substantive study it

would be advisable to carry out a feEisibility,study of the proposals

'submitted.

Accordingly,-during the early part of 1974, Mr. V. E. Line of the

School of Management, University of Bath, was seconded to theyanagement

Services Unit. to work under the direction of Mr. R. M. Mawditt, with the

object of submitting a report in June to enable consideration to be given

to the practicability and desirability of implementing.these proposals with

.effect from October, 1974.

At the same time the Committee of Vice-Chancellors and Principals'

was discussing the question of charges made by Universities to outside

bodies for work done on their behalf, with special refer'ence to the

recovery of overhead Costs. This interest arose from the UGC letter of

guidance sent to Universities in February, 1970 and the questions raised'

by the House of-Commons Committee of Public Accounts, on the subject.

One of the objectives of the -feasibility study was to incorporate the

'research needs of the 'CVCP within the proposed substantive study to be'

undertaken by the University of Bath and its associates.

1
Held in London in November, 1972, under the Chairmanship of

Sir Kenneth, Berril], Chairman of the-UGC.



Originating Proposals and Terms of Reference

The needs from such an investigatio are not necessarily identical

from one university to another but their inter-relationship and ulti-

mate findings will be of considerable value not only to the universities

involved but also to all members of the CERI group and other institu-

tions of higher education. Tabulated below are the aspects which the

Universities of Bath, Edinburgh and Essex have contrived to form a base

for the investigation. It is expected that CERI will advise and co-

operate with these universities on these issues, especially from experi-

ence gainod from other institutions both in this country and abroad.

The investigation will have the following terms of reference:

1. To revie the financial, academic and organisational implications

o'f sponsore research in universities.

2. To review the

activities fr

3. To review t

procedures used to recover all costs,of research

m sginsdir%-othgt than the Exchequer.

methods by which overhead expenditure and revenue

are controlled and distributed.

4. To evaluate the direct and indirect costs of projects financed

by research grants and contracts.

5. To re.,,iew the management and organisation of research activities

considering especially research groups and units and to.consider

the merit of inter - university or regional co-operation.

6. To consider the degree of control that should be imposed on research

activities both academically and economically and whether any

change should be contemplated in the next five or ten years.

7. To consider the manpower implications of research and development,

including tenure of appointments, secondment of staff, take-over

situations, career grading and training.

8. To consider the applied aspects of research and development with

reference to industrial and management consultancy.

4



The first item above conioi'ms to the abstract o2. the proposed research

and covers the other terms_of reference. Emphasis will be placed on the value

-of establishing true or real costs, especially for contracts. It has hitherto

been. an-accepted issue in university govejlnmeut that measurement of academic

research presents such difficulty as to invalidate any results. However, it

is not the view of those involved with these proposals that measurement of

eternally sponsored research contracts should present too.much difficulty

and it is intended that true costs should be determined for this element.

Equally important are the manpower implications and human aspects (Item 7)

for which advice from personnel officers and possibly trade union officers

will be sought.

There is every intention of using evidence of previous work undertaken

in this field, e.g. University Grants Committee (Maine); Sussex (Fielden and

Lockwood); and Bradford (Bottemley), and to-use the services of chief officers

in other universities and research institutions. Besides the universities directly

involved, the universities associated with GERI have expressed a desire to be

directly concerned with the investigation, especially Salford who wish to play

a c-tose supporting role. The reed also for a -large English university:With a

medical school to be associated is desirable and either Bristol or SOUthampton

are likely vossibilities.

4..
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FEASIBILITY STUDY

Terns of Reference

During the preliminary stages a meeting was held at the Department of Education

and Science, Financing Branch, London, between Mr. B. E. Rodmell and

Mr. N. B. W. Thompson of the DES, and Mr, R. M. Mawditt and-Mr. V. . Line

of the University of Bath, to discuss the scope and nature of the feasibility

study.--

The original proposals, which included the costing and management of

sponsored research,' were agreed to be wide ranging. The aim of the feasibility

study was to consider the practibility of these proposals and to put forward

A research -Plan based on its findings.

This called for: -

1. A review of published literature relevant to the research topic.

2. A search for current or recently completed research that related to the topic.

3. Discussions with research practitioncrs!familiar with the subject area.

4. Discussions with administrative staff in other universities/institutions

to clarify the nature and urpose of the research project.

It would also enable assessmen to be made of the potential cooperation from

other institutions, the develo ment of methodology, task allocation, work

schedules, and the reporting a rangements of the substantive study.

Intra-Uniyarsity Cooperation

From the discussions held it appeared that cooperation would be forthcoming from

administrators at a sufficient number and range of universities to enable a

research plan to be developed thit would meet the objectives of the project.

The preferred method of approach to the study seemed to be for a Research Fellow

to visit and spend time at each of the institutions to be included in the project,

in order to obtain the necessary information direct from the participants. The

nature of the gtudy seemed to preclude the*coMmitment of administrator's to the

role of research assistants working independently, or to an assessment of the

resources needed at each university to comply with a research plan not yet

developed at the time of the preliminary visits. The main assistance offered

would be that of tie time of the administrators and other staff in describing and

-explaining the operating systems of research costing and ,management at the

universities visited and in providing documentary evidence to support the

statements made.

7
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GENERAL REPORT

Introduction

It-is- the e-purpose of this report to present views and opinions gained

from a study of the relevant literature and from discussions, with

administrators and researchers of various institutions, that have taken

place as part of the feasibility study.

What has become apparent as the study progressed is the complexity

of the problems facing, university administrators and the confusion that

exists as to the role of research manage.ent within universities. The

discuSsions -ranged from the philosophical through government involvement,

administrative systems, financial control, academic behaviour, to the

identification and measureme t of research costa.

It seems essential, t erefore, that the research plan is

narrowed down to a limited p rt of the total problem, which can be
___

identified and programmed to 'achieve a specific .set of objectives

determined by the resources available tp the task;

As university faculty Move further away from pure or basic

research supported by government grant towards. development or applied.

work for witside sponsors so the need arises for greater control of

their activities, from an academic, organizational, financiall and

other points of view.

Funds may be obtained from a wide variety of sources, :either

by the individual academic, de\partment or school, with nongovernment

sources becoming even more impOrtaot during times of economic stringency

towards government funds for higher education. This calls for admini

strative and managerial skills to ensure.that the commitments of the

university re known in advance, accepted and monitored during the life

of the research project and resources used correctly, efficiently and

effectively in pursuance of the university's research policy." The

implications of increased research activity arising from sponsored

funds outside, of the normal grant system do not seem to be always fully

appreciated by faculty who do not recognize the need to alter the

administrative structure and/or create systems to cope with this changing

pattern.

9



Literature Reviews

From the voluminous literature on education and the gruwing untribution

to higher education very little has:o_fAr...4ppeared directed towards

the administrative and financial aspects of researchmanagement, The

main thrust has been to view the university as a total resource system .

to which can be applied the management methods and techniques of PPBS

and MIS based on the increased use of computqrs. It is not clear to./

what extent the American models of university administration with their

federal and state financial inputs can be used as a starting point for

the analysis of British university research management but contributions

from this source show greater awareness of the ,problems and a willingness

to tackle them in advance of UK thinking and practice.

'University Management Accounting' (Fielden, 1969) is of general

interest, as it is concerned with budgetary control and contains a

chapter onj.esearch grants and contracts. It underlines the variability

of the systems in a survey of 30 universities and'recommends greater

involvement of the Finance Office in research management. It points

the way to the American experience by soigesting,that:

'National research aimed at standardiaing and simplifying the

requirements of the grant-giving bodies would seem to be

required and might well produce some recommended standard

form of contract into which all the varieties might be

fitted'.

'Financial Management in North American Universities' (Davies,

1973) contains pie report of a study tour of 12 American universities

and 2 Canadian universities, by the Business Manager University of

Nottingham. In Section 4.1 - Sponsored Research, details of the

American system of research management are given and contrasted' wiih

that of. the UK. The rationalization of the procedures to recover

indirect costs that has occurred in the USA would seemto overcome many

of the problems facing the UK administrators with regard to the treat-

ment of overheads allowed by different sponSoring bodies:

'It is in the area of indirect costs that one notices the

major differences between American and British universities'.

This section of the report has eight conclusions which, in addition to

recommending that the UGC and DES follow the American pattern of



negotiating agreed indirect cost.rates, are similar to the points

covered in the Bath research propeals. Section 4.2 dealsti.r.h-

Ceasultancy.andSvtion 4.3 with Patents.

The American system is well outlined in 'sponsored Research and

tniversity Budgets: A Case Study.in-American University Government'

(i.e. Univerity of California) 0-Betz, F and Kruytbosch, C (Minerva,

1970). The first pari of this .article on their 'study descrikFs the

budgeting and research contracting procedures. It shows hew:

'wc general formulae. have been applied to produce the

revenue needed to recover overheads'.

' ' (For fedesal 4encies a fixed percentage of 15-207 is added to 'total

direct oii.s/76').

'The other formulae estimates overheads as a' percentage of the
1

1

.salaries and wages involved in research contracts: it is

'arrived at by a complicated procedure of calculation and

. negotiation'.

(e.g. In 1966-67 the overhead rate was calculated at 42%)t

More information is contained in an article in College Manage-
1

ment, (6 Oct 1971), by Gary R. Johnson, one time manager for sponsored

research at the University df Michigan, entitled 'The Costs alesearch -

Direct and Indirect':

'The Bureau of the Budget Circular A-21 was written to outline

the allowability of all costs of research, both direct and

indirect, but the major impact was in the area of indirect

cost computation in:providing principles which could be used
\

b 11 federal agencies in determining indirect cost rates'.

The general impression gained front the literature is that in

America the Federal Goverment and its Agencies took the-lead in

tackling the problem of the overhead recovery rate to be included in

research agreements, which resulted in the. universities introducing

the necessary administrative procedures and management accounting

techniques to comply with the system. A similar *situation has not yet

arisen in this country although the position could change with a pOlitical

initiative being taken by central government. Indeed, amongst the

administrators spoken to, many would welcome, a more formal system of

overhead recovery with -government Avpartmentsand'Other.sPonsoring

' bodies agreeing to standard fOrmulae'for the calculation of indirect

cOsts.to bd included in research grants and contracts.

11
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Statistical Analyses Nyiew

The UGC (Jack Walne) aetem ted by means of regression analyses of..

university expenditu e to determine whether central overheads (i.e.

all recurrent expenditure other than that of teaching and research

departments) follow ..a consistent pattern over the university system as

a whole. This led to a recommendation, in August, 1971, to universities

to use an on-cost of38-40 per cent of direct costs, as a useful

starting point for genera , and in particular small, research contracts

where' individual analysl of the indirect costs was inpractical.

In June 1.973 the UGC requested details from the universities of

the direct and,indirect cost eleients oNesearch contract expenditure

during 1471-172. Mr. J. Heywood who was on secondment to the CVCP, from

the University of Manchester, was given access to this data, which

indicated that the total figure of estimated costs i.e. overheads

"receiVed for Government and other contracts as a percentage of direct

costs averaged 10.57:,'within the range 2.1% to 53.77., for all the

universities included in the analysis. There appeared to be no

relationship between the overheads obtained (expressed as a,percentage

of direct costs) and the total research grants and contracts (expressed

as a percentage of the total university income).

;Michael Pickford, Sussex University, in his article 'A Statistical

, .
Analysis of Universty,Administration Expenditure' (Journal of the

Royal Statistical Society, A, 1974), challenges the usefulnesS of

regression analysis as a basis for the allocation of funds between
. .. .

universities. Comparing actual administration expenditures of indivi-

dual universities with the estimated values fo.administrationexpendi-

tures based orchis analysis, he found significant variations about the

-mean of between +31.8% and -46.1-Z. Even though the context is different,

it does seem possible on this premise to`question the suitability of

.using an average percentage for the calculation ofpverheads derived

from the regression equation of the UGC analysis. .,

,Pickford points out that there are considerable economies in

administration expenditure up to 4 00 students, and that size as well

as type of university i.e. New, T chnological, Larger and Small Civic,

affects the administrative cost er student. His analysis of data for

... ; ,/ --the period 1965 1970 led him to state that 'postgraduate students_-.

appear to be more than five times as expensive in terms of administration

i2



expenditure as undergraduates' and 'that every pound of expenditure for

external research funds results in an additional five pence worth of

administration expenditure'. In this context the article by J.C. Walne,

'Analysis of Univertity Cots at the UGC' (Higher Education, May 1973)

is interesting becaUse it showed that the higher costs of postgraduate

training were associated with the small numbers of students each on a

large number of taught courses and that the 'research postgraduate

weighting' was in almost all subject groups substantially less than

the traditional weights of x 3 (laboratory subjects) and x 2 (others)

being.as low as x 1 or less in the non-laboratory subjects. However,

it appeared not only that some increase in expenditure was associated

k,
with postgraduates but also that expenditure against specific income,

previously ignored as s'21f-balaning, Wat\associated with additional

expenditure against general income. These articles are concerned with ,

the problem of aggregate expenditure, under different heads, within the
A

university system as a whole. As Walne points ouU 'valuable as detailed

studies of individual universities, such as those at Lancaster and

Bradford', May be, they are from a very small sample of the university

system. The amount of work involved in Making similarly detailed

'studies at all universities (and all on the same basis) would be

formidable'. The regression equations used by the UGC in calculating

the recurrent grant are not made public but they are based on student

numbers and not on how each university decideS to allocate, this income

betWeen its different activities. ,It'is, therefore, questionnable

whether the application of regressiOn analysis to the aggregate

behaviour of costs in the university system is the appropriate Method

for measuring and-controlling the indirect costs of research.

At the level of the individual- university the question remains
I.

unresolved in general terms of whether research funds from outside

sources contribute more to university resources than the expenditure

they -create. If-as suggested by the. UGC overhead costs increase

14'oportionately to direct expenditure then .universities should be

obtaining a contribution'of about 407, from all research contracts

instead of the average of 10:5% indicated by Heywood. Even allowing

for the probable improvement since 101-72 in the greater attention

I See CERI studies in Bibliography.
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that is being paid to this aspect of university financing it is unlikely

that the percentage charged has changed radically. It would seem that

'hat is required is realistic formulae for calculating the indirect cost

cement in research contracts that would have as the independent

variables those resources legitimately expected to be used by the depart

ments concerned e.g. accommodation, library, computer services, etc.,

rather than using a standard:percentage which oversimplifies a complex

situation and ignUres the very reel'Oifferences between institutions.

Statement of the Pr'oblem

This falls into four categories:.

1. Academic

2. Organization

3. Administration

4. Management Accounting

I. Academic

The, role of the'faculty in research management is ambiguous. The

immediate reaction of the academic to suggeStions of a forMalised
z

systeth of management and control of research funds by the Administration

is to view it as a threat to academic freedom and autonomy. This seems

to be the case evellwhen 'it can be demonstrated that,. some faculty will

'benefit' from a change in'the system towards central policy making and
.

decision.
O

If change in research management can only be brought about

internally through Senate and -Council, then it is difficult to see how

this will be achieved Until; and unlesS,. the faculty see the need for

a radical reappraisal of the-tystemi!ogerating within their own

institutions.. Individual'selfinterest and departmental autonomy will

have to give way to an understanding of the'total'needs of the insti

tutiOn in developing research activity and the management of funds

' generated by it.' The findingS ana recommendations of the main study

might assist in this direction but for the purpose of the investigat,ion

the views arid opinions of academics are likely to be unrewarding in

determining the normative Methods of research management.

I

14
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2. Organisation

This can be illustrated by,the following two models:

Research Proposals Flow

01d System:

Minimum or no control from centre

HEAD OF
DEPARTMENT

CENTRAL
ADMINISTRATION

-.1 FUNDING BODY

1

Formal channel of communication

Informal channel of communication, but can become formalized
by by-passing central administration.

New System:

Integration of policy, planning, operation and control of resources

between faculty and ad-winistration-

RESEARCHER

HEAD OF

DEPARTMENT

RESEARCH
COMMITTEE

RESEARCH
OFFICE

FUNDING BODY

Research Committee responsible for academic Standards; research policy,
planning and development, and overall allocation of
resources for research.

Research Office responsible fdi''.financial, legal, personnel and
management aspects of research.

This represents a fundamental change in university government

as it calls for an equal partnership between faculty and administration

in research management which not generally accepted, particularly in

the older and civic universities. The CERI project 'A study on compara-

tive effectiveness of alternative administrative structures',Onder the

15
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direction of Professor P. Rivett of Sussex University, should be of

interest in this context.1
. .

However, the study of organization structure and relaZions would

seem to require investigation and analysis of'the/complete university

system and not just the part related to research/management. For this

reason an organizational approach to the problem would be unlikely to

produce the sort of answers that would meet the aims of the Bath project

and would tend to divert attention away from those issues that are

susceptible to influence and change.

3. Adm:7nf.otration"

This appears to be the most likely and rewarding. area for study since

for airy given organizational structure of university government there

is an administration function. of research management. This may be

practised by the individual academic, department, school, central

administration; or by any combination of them. The, methods and

\Procedures may be informal or formal, or a mixture of both. The-degree

ot contrOl exercised by the institution may be minimal or so constituted

that research management plays an important part in the overall

_ administration of resource allocation.
- -

The task, thirefOre, is to investigate research management as a

sub-system of the total system of university administration; to define

its role in institutional management; and to examine the methods and

procedures used'. This requires a study of:research management practice

in different universities to ascertain the methods and procedures used

in the submission of eesearch.proposals, and,in thk, acCeptance.and,
,

control of research grants and contracts that arise from the successful',

applications' for external funds-. The objectiveis to produce a

handbook'of good practice.

It also requires at analysis of the different methods and

procedures adopted by the different sponsoring bodies, to assess to what

extent improvement in the internal:procedures of the universities might

result from simplification and standardisation of the various applicable

forms, sgreements and contracts used by these Outside institutions.

1 See Article by Johnson & Palmer in Bibliography.
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4. Nan ag emcn t Acc ount ing

This is closely related to the administrative system of research

management, acid thus forms an essential part of the study, while

retaining a separate identity of its'own.

There would seJm tb be the need for compromise in that the ideal

form of management control may be unattainable. under the present system

of university go rnment. In the American situation touched on above

the university administrators have a clear advantage over-their British

counterparts since the changes that were brought,about were GoveinMent

inspired anu requir d greater attention to be paid to departmental .

costs and to the id ntification and allocation of overheads. Also,

the indirect costs recovered from funded research by the American

institutions are retained centrally by the university and not distri

buted as income to the academic departments involved.

From the point of view of this study the need is to obtain

input data in a matrix pattern as follows:

PERCENTAGE INDIRECT COSTS
ALLOWED BY DIFFERENT
'SPOSORS (e.g. M.O.D. .

Department of Health, etc.)

PERCENTAGE INDIRECT COSTS OBTAINED

BY DIFFERENT ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTS

(e.g Social Sciences, Engineering

etc.) i.

. ,

. -

The objective would be to make this information known .t

?'

universitie and, possibly encourage the UGC, DES a0d-other.l?odies

to work towards standard formulae for the calculatibn of indirect

costs to be included in research grants and contracts.

To what exten a similar approach can b made to analyse

costing data based on university budgets is unc ear at, this stage:

17
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PERCENTAGE INDIRECT COSTS

RECOVERED BY SPECIFIC
SERVICES (e.g. Library,
Computer, Administration etc.

PERCENTAGE INDIRECT COSTS

CHARGED TO DIFFERENT ACADEMIC

DEPARTMENTS.(e.g. Social

Sciences, Engineering, etc.)

A comparison of the two sets of data would indicate inbalance

between costs allocated to departments for university service% and

the recovery rate of departmental overheads against sponsored research

activity.

What is required is the expertise of the management accountant

to develop the definitions, identification and calculation of indirect

costs and the formulae tobe applied to their recovery, rather than

the services of the statistician using regression analytical techniques.

is
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the full time services of one research fellow and one

research assistant tor a period of 18 months it is suggeSted that the

research plan be developed around the -specific areas of research

management i.e. adidinistr'ative methods and procedUres, and management

accounting i.e. costs of research with partic lar reference to the

allocation and recovery of overheads: That j-s, Items 2, 3 and 4- of the

original proposals. It is also suggested that the-part7time services

of a management consultant and/or management accountant be obtained

to provide the necessary technical expertise in defi.willg-costs and

in determining cost centres, as an essential prerequi-site to t

development of overheads formulae.

A representative sample of up to 12 universities should be

'included in the first stage of the fieldwork, which would be concerned

with/carrying out a thorough survey of each institution's administrative

practices and the conection of information. The objective would be

to build up a compabensiVe picture of the.systet in force as seen
, ,

from the administrative,departments and academic departments (particu-

larly those with substantial research income); The survey method

would be by personal interviews with staff and by collection of docu-

mentation And data illustrating-the administrative procedures adopted '

towards research, and by consideration of the extent. to which these
,.: .

procedures meet the perceived needs of the institution. Most of this .

work would be carried out by the Research-Fellow and would'be expected

to last about 9 months.

At the same time information would be gathered by the Research

'Assistant from all the grant awarding institutions
t
and other bddies

concerned with negotiating research grants and contracts, to illusErate

. the differenCes in the types of forms used, details asked for, casting
t

methods, overhead recovery rates, etc. The Research. Assistant would'.

also act aSAbg.iitant to44iA Research Fellow in-arranging acid following

up the visits' made by the latter, maintaining files and records etc. _

The second stage of the study would be concerned with obtaining

information from the,rest of the university population to compare with .

and extend the data abllected during the first stage. It Would also

'serve to test generalizations drawn from an analysis of, the_earlier
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to.

information and to see to what extent the systems in force differed

from the models being developed. This survey would be conducted by

postal questionnaire and could take place about half way through the

research period.

This should allow the last six months of the study to be devoted

to a final analysis and synthesis of all the data collected; the

preparation of the handbook of good practice, and the development of

formulae for the calculation and recovery of indirect costs.'

Item 1 of the original proposals would most probably be

incorporated in the recommendations arising from this study. It would

be-possible to develop it and Items 5 to 8 of the original proposals

in subsequent research drawing on the findings of the more limited

project now proposed.

r.
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APPENDIX 1

BIBLIOGRAPHY

This list is by no means comprehensive or'exhaustive. It represents

material referred to during the course of the study, some of it

peripheral to the main theme but most of it relevant to an under-

standing of the background to the enquiry.

Those items marked:

(B) - Contain interesting bibliographies in their own right

* not available at time of compilation and possibly difficult to

obtain in some instances.

Government Publications

Council forScientific Policy

Report of a Study on the Support of Scientific Research in the

Universities (HMSO) Cmnd 4798, Oct. 1971.

Framework for Government Research & Development, A
_
Dainton and Rothschild Reports (HMSO) Cmnd 4814, Nov. 1971.

Appropriation Accounts, 1971-72. Report.

Class VIII, Vote 5. Universities & Colleges,, etc., Great Britain.

Committee of Public Accounts

Eighth Report, Session.1972-73 (HMSO) HC. -385, 1973.

Treasury 'Minute on the Reports from the Committee. of Public Accounts,

Session 1972-73 (HMSO) Cmnd -5451, Nov. 1973.

*The Economics and FinanCing of Higher EducatiOn in the United States,

Government Printing'Office, Washington DC, 1969

Statiatics_of Education 1970 Volume 6 (DES Series)

UniverSities - Univerf3ity Grants Committee (HMSO), London 1973.
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Reports and Studies

CERI STUDIES

BOTTOMIEY, J.A, (University of Bradford)

Costs and Potential Ec3nomics OECD, Paris, 1972

JENSEN, Arne (University of Copenhagen)

Decision, Planning and Budgeting OECD, Paris, 1972

SIMPSON, M.G. (University of Lancaster)

Planning University Development, OECD, Paris, 1972

Conference Report

Institutional Management in Higher Education OED, Paris, 1972

Professional Seminar Papers

(B)Programme Budgets for University Management and Planning

OECD, Paris, 1973

BALDERSTON, F,E.

CoMplementarity, Independence and Substitution in UniVersity

Resource Allocation and Operation Paper P-39, Office of the

Vice President-Planning University of California, Aug. 1973:

National Commission on the Financing of Postsecondary Education

Financing Postsecondary Education in the United'State6

Washington, DC, Dec 1973.

National Science Foundation

Research Management Improvement Programme

Washington, DC, Aug 1973

DAVIS, Derek H.

Financial Management in N th American Universities

,University of Nottingham, 1973

,kibUDEN,'Iohn
University,, Management Accounting

University of London, 1969
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FIELDEN, John

(B) Analytical Planning & Improved Resource Allocation in British

Universities

University of London, 1969.

LOCKWOOD, Geoffrey

University Planning and Management Techniques

OECD, Paris, 1972

Report of the Industry Working Party

University of Nottingham, Dec 1970 Apr. 1971

SALOMON, J-J., et al

The Research System : Comparative Survey of the Organization and

Financing of Fundamental Research

Vol 1: France, Germany, United Kingdom OECD, Paris, 1972

MONK, Donald

The Use of Survey Research Organizations, and the Costing of

Survey Research

Occasional Papers in Survey Research, No. 1. SSRC Survey, Unit,

London, 1972

MILLER, James L. Jr.

State Budgeting for Higher Education : The Use of Formulas and

Cost Analysis

Michigan,GovernMental Studies Nb. 45, Institute of Public

Administratibh, Ann Arbor, University of Michigan, 1964

BLACKWELL, T.E.

* College and University Administration

NY Centre for Applied research in Education, 1966

Ad Hoc paitatittee on Indirect Cdsts

Direct and Indirect Costs of Research at Colleges_ and Universities

American Council on Education, Washington'DC, 1969

O'NEILL, June"

Sources of Funds to Colleges and Universities

Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, Berkeley, 1973.
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Books

FIELDEN, J & LOCKWOOD, p

(B) Planning & Management in Universities

Chatto & Windus, London, 1973

DRESSEL, P.L. & ASSOCIATES

Institutional Rese'arch-in the University : A Handbook.

Jossey-Base, San,Francisco, 1971

PERKINS, J.A. (Ed.)

The University as an Organization

McGraw-Hill, N.Y., 1973
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(B) The Management of Scientific Research (Bibliography)

University of Missouri, Columbia, 1971

STRICKLAND, S. (Ed.)
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(B) The World of Higher Education (Bibliography)

Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, 1971
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(19 'An Annotated Bibliography of Institutional Research 1972 -1973
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N.Y. 1973
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